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Abstract 
Nowadays consumers thrive for value addition to their 
consumption by means of brand recognition. The brand 
association provides intangible values to the 
consumption of the customers. The changing profile of 
the customers poses a challenge for companies even with 
established brands. In case of luxury goods market, big 
brand such as LVMH, a group founded by Moet 
Hennessey and Louis Vuitton SA in Paris, also passes 
through bigger challenges. LVMH is a family run group 
with 75 houses, 1,63000 employees and revenues worth 
€53,7 Billion. The present study tries to strategically 
analyse the company in order to understand how it 
continues to succeed with the changing market and 
customer scenarios. The methodologies used for this case 
study are SWOT analysis, PESTLE analysis and Porter’s 
Five Forces Model. Thus after analysing with strategic 
management tools we may conclude that even though 
over the years LVMH has achieved increasing growth, in 
order to continue is success and maintain its position as 
one of the top market players it should focus on its main 
business and also strategic deal with the variables 
corresponding to the evolving market. 
Key words: Strategic analysis, LVMH, SWOT, 
PESTLE, Porter’s Model 
Introduction 
In today’s materialistic urban society, the 
consumers put emphasis and want to add value to 
their consumption. This value addition can be 
done only by those brands which add value to 
their products by placing them on a ladder of 
intangible values. This leads to the emergence of 
the cult of luxury brands. The consumers 
growingly stress on the need for brands in order 
to have brand content, revealing their culture. To 
correspond with the present and future 
consumers, individual brands should be able to 
identify the factor of value competition apart 
from the market share competition for 
developing their strategies (Kapferer,2012).  21st 
century has experienced the booming growth 
luxury goods market of a $60 billion worth but 
the driving forces behind this continue to be a 
mystery. Media has played an immense role 
providing an extensive coverage which has 
increased the visibility of luxury brands. It is 
worth noting that the conditions and processes 
underlying the consumer's purchase decisions of 
luxury items still remain an enigma. One of the 
most important puzzles that still remain unsolved 
lies in the fact how dreams of luxury can be 
translated into actual acts of buying. (Dubois & 
Paternault,1995). 
 Strategic Analysis 
Strategy is implemented in order to ensure that 
long-term strategic goals are met which in turn 
conforms to the designated path of sustainable 
development. Strategic management has gained 
tremendous importance at the enterprise level. 
Figure-1 indicates Common elements in 
successful strategy. The first element corresponds 
to clear consistent, long term goals. The second 
element refers to profound understanding of 
competitive environments. The third element 
corresponds to objective appraisal of resources. If 
we can effectively implement these three 
elements, then it will ultimately lead to a 
successful strategy (Grant,2016).  
 
 
Figure 1: Common elements in successful strategy 
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The management of the luxury fashion brand is 
complex, and requires a consistent and coherent 
approach (Fionda, & Moore, 2009). It order to 
understand the present scenario a case study of the 
world famous luxury brand LVMH is conducted 
which will provide an insight to the strategic 
analysis and its implication on the brand. 
 
Case Study on LVMH 
LVMH is a company based in Paris, France set 
up by Moet Hennessey and Louis Vuitton SA. It 
is mainly a luxury goods company owning a wide 
range of luxury brands. The business activity of 
this group is divided into five groups: 
 Wines and spirit 
 Cosmetics and perfumes 
 Jewellery and watches 
 Leather and fashion items 
 Selective retailing 
In 2017 the  sales revenue generated by the 
company was € 42.64 Billion and the net 
income was around € 5.13 Billion. LVMH 
group of companies is listed on stock 
exchange of Paris viz. Euronext Paris. More 
than 83,000 people are employed in this group 
currently. LVMH’s 30% of the staff work in 
France. The LVMH group has got over 2400 
stores across the globe. 
 
Some of the well known brands and subsidiaries 
belonging to this group are as follows: 
 
Sector  Companies  
Wines and Spirit   Moet et Chandon, Dom Perigon, Krug,  
   Veuve Clicquot, Mercier, Chateau  
   d’Yquem, Hennessy, Glenmorangie,  
   Ardbeg, Bevedere Vodka, Domaine  
   Chandon California.   
Fashion and Leather goods  Fendi, Donna Karan, Givenchy, Kenzo,  
   Berluti, Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs,  
   Loewe, Celine, Thomas Pink.  
Perfumes and Cosmetics  Parfums Christian Dior, Guerlain.  
Watches and Jewelry   Bulgari, TAG Heuer, Zenith, Hublot,  
   Chaumet.   
Selective Retailing   Sephora, DFS, Le Bon Marche  
 
Annual Financials for LVMH Moet Hennessy 
Louis Vuitton ADR 
Fiscal year is January-December. All values EUR millions. 
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 Sales/Revenue 29.02B 30.64B 35.66B 37.6B 42.64B 
Sales Growth - 5.59% 16.40% 5.43% 13.39% 
 Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) incl. D&A 10B 10.83B 12.57B 13.06B 14.81B 
COGS excluding D&A 8.87B 9.5B 11.01B 11.45B 12.99B 
Depreciation & Amortization Expense 1.12B 1.33B 1.56B 1.62B 1.82B 
Depreciation - 1.08B 1.26B 1.27B 1.42B 
Amortization of Intangibles - 250M 297M 348M 400M 
COGS Growth - 8.28% 16.15% 3.90% 13.37% 
 Gross Income 19.02B 19.81B 23.09B 24.54B 27.83B 
Gross Income Growth - 4.17% 16.54% 6.26% 13.40% 
Gross Profit Margin - - - - 65.26% 
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Figure 2: Sales of LVMH in last 5 years 
 
 
                                                                               Figure 3: Sales growth rate in last 4 years
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: COGS growth rate in last 4 years 
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Figure 5: Net Income for last 5 years 
 
Problems faced by LVMH 
 Low demand for luxury goods affected by Political situations and social trends. 
 9/11 had a great impact on the luxury goods market which led to a fall in LVMH’s sale. 
 Products belonging to the luxury genre are easy to counterfeit due to the weak IPR policies of 
some countries like China, Turkey etc. 
 The diversification strategy which is venturing outside the company’s sector. 
 To hold the market leader’s position. 
 To capture new markets. 
 Its products are sold only through its exclusive boutiques found in up-market locations in wealthy 
cities. 
Analysis of LVMH 
In order to identify the solutions to the above mentioned problems we need to perform a detailed 
analysis of LVMH. The following tools are applied— 
SWOT analysis 
PESTLE analysis 
Porter Five forces analysis. 
SWOT ANALYSIS 
SWOT analysis refers to the assessment of comparative strengths and weaknesses of a firm in relation to its 
competitors and the probable opportunities and threats which a company is likely to face from its 
environmental factors. SWOT analysis is a systematic method applied to identify those aspects and strategies 
that best suit the particular company’s position in a specific situation (Azhar, 2008). It comprises of four major 
components of a firm--- 
 Strength 
 Weakness 
 Opportunities 
 Threats. 
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SWOT Analysis Worksheet 
Assessment criteria : LVMH’s position as the market leader in luxury goods 

       
Strengths 
 Good will and recognition world wide
 Experienced in the luxury segment 
since 1987.
 Inherits a long history and a unique 
combination of internationally 
renowned brands.
 Companies forming part of LVMH are 
centuries and even two centuries old.
 High quality and consistency of 
products.
 Distribution.
 Public Relations.
 Strong brand equity with labels like 
Christian Dior, Tag Heuer etc
 Weaknesses 
 Confined to up- market 
boutiques and wealthy cities.

 Conflict of interest (fashion vs. 
wine )

 Forward and backward 
integration.
 Counterfeit of luxury goods.
 Low sales figures.
 Market shares decline.
 High priced products.

   
Opportunities 
 Customer loyalty.
 Demand for its products.
 Merger and acquisitions.
 Current growth in sales and profit.
 Emerging markets.
 Improvising the distribution channel for 
their large product line.

 Expansion to other markets.
 Capturing the market through different 
ways such as making the products 
available in shopping malls.
 
 Threats 
 High dependency on three 
main countries- France, Japan 
and USA.

 Economic downturn in one of 
the countries directly affect 
LVMH’s sale.

 Change in consumer 
preference.

 Economic recession.
 Competitor in smaller market.
 Imitation and fake products 
being available in the market 
at cheaper rates.
 

Recommendations 
 
 The dependency should be distributed among various countries across the world by selecting several 
countries which are suitable for entering into the luxury market so as to develop the company’s 
strategy. 
 After the selection of countries market study should be conducted. 
 It should be followed by heavy marketing communication campaign. 
 LVMH should open new stores in major cities of these countries in the initial days. 
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PESTLE ANALYSIS 
PESTLE analysis stands for – Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal, Environmental analysis. The 
PESTLE analysis of LVMH is represented in the following table. 
 
External Factors External Factors Implications         
 affecting the of factors for  Relative importance of the external   
 organization the  factors     
  organization         
         
    Time  Type Dynamics Relative  
        importance  
Political Political changes and Impact on  Now  Both Impacts of Very  
 upswings. Changes in market share  and  +ve increasing important  
 government. and business  future  and significance    
  activity.    -ve     
Economic LVMH to take Boost to  Now  +ve Impacts of Very  
 controlling stake in growth and  and   increasing important  
 Italian Jeweller expansion as  future   significance    
 Bulgari. it shows a         
  perfect         
  combination         
  from all         
  points.         
  Partners and         
  stakeholders         
  will gain from         
  this.         
Social The incident of racist Will harm  Now  -ve Impacts of Important  
 and anti-Semitic core values,     increasing    
 remarks made by the reputation     significance    
 designer of Christian and good-         
 Dior. will.         
Technological Recently launched an Help in the  Now  +ve Impacts of Very  
 online store through marketing of  and   increasing important  
 its main website. its products  future   significance    
  and expansion         
  of brand.         
Legal Laws relating to Help to stop  Future  +ve Impacts of Critical  
 counterfeiting. the prevailing     increasing    
 Violation of treats from     significance    
 counterfeiting laws. counterfeiting         
  .No fakes to         
  clients.         
Environmental Integration of Social  future  +ve Impacts of Significant  
 environment and responsibility.     increasing    
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 design of the Group’s Benefit of   significance  
 products. clients.     
 Prevent accidental      
 pollution.      
 
Porter’s five forces analysis 
Michael E. Porter of Harvard Business School (Porter, 2008) has developed a comprehensive approach to 
analyze the industry structure to develop competitive strategies. According to Porter’s model, competition in 
an industry is deep rooted in its underlying economic structure and goes well beyond the behaviour of 
existing competitors in the market (Azhar, 2008). The extent of competition depends on five market forces 
which are as follows: 
 
 
Core competencies of LVMH concentrate on the 
company’s products. The wide range of products 
give the company advantage over its competitors 
and help to maintain its status in the luxury goods 
industry making it the market leader and 
dominator. 
Threat of Entry : 
In case of a matured market threat of entry into an 
industry leads to the increase of the competitive 
intensity. During introduction of a product and its 
growth stage, it may take a step towards expansion 
and capturing of new markets. As the Global 
Luxury market flourishes, its scale, diversity and 
complexity increases and hence the client base also 
changes. New opportunities are reaped in new 
markets which brings new clients. One of the vital 
strategic challenges of LVMH lies in formulating a 
befitting approach that integrates the emerging 
market holding onto the real heritage and expertise 
of the company yet focusing on the changing 
profile of the clients. LVMH is the owner of some 
of the world famous and prestigious brands of 
luxury products. The company at every stage 
continues to consolidate these brands and focuses 
on strengthening its core competencies in order to 
ensure success. 
Threat of substitute product: 
With the advancement of new technology, together 
with value analysis exercise, products are being 
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substituted to meet the customer’s requirement in a 
better way with better quality at a lesser cost. 
LVMH is the world’s largest company in terms of 
the revenue generated from its wine business. 
Evidently LVMH is a conglomerate of luxury 
products. It has built global brands generating high 
revenues with goods like champagne which forms a 
bulk portion of its wine business.  LVMH has 
expanded its collection of luxury goods by 
acquiring Krug champagne and Château D’Yquem 
and adding it to the already existing luxury brands 
like Fendi handbags. Dior clothing, Tag Heuer 
watches etc. In view of luxury goods market, 
companies like Pinault -Printemps-Redoule (PPR), 
a French luxury products holding company having 
brands such as Yves Saint Laurent and Gucci under 
its umbrella and Compagnie Financière Richemont 
, a Swiss luxury holding company comprising of 
brands like Cartier and Montblanc are the biggest 
competitors of LVMH. 
Bargaining Powers of Buyers : 
When the total a supply of products is more than 
the total demand in the market the buyers enjoy a 
distinct bargaining power. This is more relevant 
when buyers have a choice of alternative sources of 
supply for the required items. With the entry of 
new companies with launching of substitute 
products buyers’ options become greater and 
condition of profitability of manufacture or supply 
mat change radically. LVMH has got some 
competitors so it gives bargaining power to its 
buyers as they have a number of options available. 
 Bargaining Power of Suppliers : 
This refers to the seller’s market where suppliers 
can dominate and force the buyers to pay higher 
prices and thus increasing their profitability. This 
happens when there is a deficit and shortage in the 
total supply of a particular type of product. LVMH 
has a very high share of luxury goods in markets so 
there is bargaining power over suppliers. 
Industry Rivalry : 
The degree of business rivalry among different 
companies is a function of the number of 
competitors, industry growth product substitution 
and differentiation, assets intensity and exit 
barriers. Among these forces the number of 
competitors, technological growth and growth of 
industry are the most influential. In respect of 
LVMH industry rivalry exists as it has a number of 
competitors. So to continue being the world leader 
in luxury goods LVMH should expand its business 
to new regions and innovative product lines. 
Conclusion 
Thus after a comprehensive analysis of LVMH it is 
found that LVMH, the market leader in luxury 
goods needs internal improvisations to match up 
the requirements of the customers and market 
trends. Over the years LVMH has achieved 
increasing growth. To continue is success and 
maintain its position as one of the top market 
players it should mainly concentrate on the core 
business. The brand has got recognition worldwide 
so it would be easy to expand the existing brands 
geographically. New alliances should be 
established for future expansions. Acquisitions 
which do not fit the company’s image should be 
discarded. As a different proposition distribution 
channels should be improvised and access should 
be gained over them. 
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